
Student A initially completes a diagnostic with many areas gaining a ‘0’ showing no 
evidence of ‘To’ or ‘subject’, use of adjectives, complex sentences or use of correct 
tense. In the more recent email there is some evidence of more of the language 
features including punctuation, use of conjunctions and attempts at more correct 
tenses for Entry 2. Whilst there is some room for improvement in the email format, 
the message goes some way to being understood. If we compare this to the number 
of emails produced by this learner he has sent 13 emails over the year even with 
issues with access to internet. Another more consolidated learner produced 25 
emails over the course and gained improvement in 5 different areas moved from 
consolidated to a more established level in producing correct start and finish, use of 
adjectives, production of complex sentences and use of correct tenses. 

In comparison learner F produced only 8 emails but attended most sessions online 
and in the classroom was by the more recent email able to jump from emerging start 
and finish to the email, use of full stops and capital letters, conjunctions and tenses 
to a more established use of all of these areas. 



Extract from progress tracker table  



At the start of the year only using subject line but with support using the main 
message area and most recent email highlighting complete email with direction 
from the materials in the class. 

Student F FA  

20/04/21 in response to homework writing an email about a journey  
Hi Ali   

How are you my friend? I hope you are fine.I feel happy when I write to you .I writing this e 
mail to tell you about my journey to London.  

To begin with.I would like to say that.  

The trip was beautiful and I wish you were with me.the road was beautiful and the views 
were amazing.but the road was too long and tiring.  

Finally,I hope you receive and read my email quickly. I wish that I could give you enough 
information about that subject.try to reply me as soon as you can.write to me about your 
news.  

With my best wishes.  

 
XXXX  

09/02/21 – writing to give apologies for none attendance   

Hi XXXX  

I cannot communicate with you today. I have an appointment with the dentist. Sorry for that  



 
  

XXXX  
  
13/10/20- redone from previous with support from teacher in class  
  
Hi nadine I like going to the movies because I have freetime  
  

  
  
Falah  
13/10/20 sent in subject line   
Hi nadine I like going to the gym in my freetime can you com with me Re: Hello  
  
08/09/20sent in subject line this time student adds name but in subject line  
Hi nadine how are you Im xxxxx  
  
08/09/20 – sent in subject line of email / don’t know who from   
  
 Hi  

This email exchange in an attempt to achieve task/ supported by session in class/ 
phone call.  

 

Example 1:  1st March sent in response to session about writing about a new job and 
describing a new friend, st has not written about this but has produced a set one 
maybe used previously in class for a different topic. 

Mr xxxx  Hi  how are you doing? I hope you are well. We are going to  out the Hull we 
have a party this weekend  on Monday at 2:00 pm  . I’m happy to do be coming  to 
my party this is the addresses Whitby YXXXXX. You making barbecue if you come in 

Example 2: 1st March sent in subject line and with a main message asking if I had 
got the first message sent previously 

Do you get my message let me know please 

 

Example 3: 1st March  – sent in subject line as teacher had not yet replied 

I’m xxx teacher I send you my message if you get about my friend 

 

Example 4: 1st March– sent in subject line again/ message cut short because in 
subject line 

Mr xxxxxx  Hi  how are you doing? I hope you are well. We are going to  out the Hull 
we have a party this weekend  on Monday at 2:00 pm  . I’m happy to do be coming  to 
my party this is the addresses Whitby Yxxxxxxx. You making barbecue if you come in 



Example 5: 2nd March - after class and phone call and directing to question done in 
class 

Hi 

How are you ? I hope you are will . 

Last week I started new job . I got a new friend at work . She’s  21 years old and she 
has a short hair and black hair ,beautiful eyes  .She live in the town   nearly my house 
she live alone  . She is from Poland . She has a nice car . She is student at Hull 
college . She go work after class. She is so  cute and so friendly ,  helpful  .I’m happy 
with her . 

 

See you soon take easy all the best 

 

 


